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Agriculture in Africa

• Agriculture constitute the bases for Africa growth and development;
• Continent food security;
• Increase job creation, rural development and  reduce the asymmetries; 
• Agriculture losses are expected to increase due to current climate 

conditions; 
• Most visible impact on climate change is in Agriculture throughout 

increasing or reduce the rain full
• For example, In my country around 78% of population depend on 

agriculture (revenues, livelihoods)



Mitigation and Adaptation
Continent is facing with climate change impact and a need to adapt to a 
world in transition. Under the Paris Agreement they also have the duty to 
comply with international climate target plans and reporting systems. It is a 
known fact that the cost of measures for reducing greenhouse gas emissions 
is enormous. In addition, we are already witnessing the impact of climatic 
changes: extreme rainfall, deadly flooding, persistent droughts and enlarged 
weather variability. These are all phenomena that urge climate adaptation.

Most of Emission in continent are coming from LULUCF, and Paris call for 
Ambition
The continent also need to address properly NAP, mainstream in 
development, as impact is all read sever



Reserache and Systematic Observation
• Increasing the region capacity to monitor climate condition will be 

important to reduce looses 
• elaboration and implementation of policies and programs for  

Agroecology environmental preservation and give the  possibilities 
that  this type of programs and projects would be improvement of 
the living conditions of the populations, 

• Program country, to a rigorous observation and Develop an intense 
scientific activity.  -Realize projects carried   -scientific research 
networks. 

• Cooperation South-South with support of the developed countries 
_cooperation, to offer us the establishment of cooperation  
Sciences, in the field of Soil, Water, Biodiversity



Importance of having a strong voice

• To have a strong and common voice help to show impact of climate 
change in continent agriculture;

• To show how the continent is the most vulnerable;
• To call up finance scale up to address challenges;
• To increase political support and ambition;
• To increase individual and institutional capacity to address the 

challenges of climate change 
• To reduce vulnerabilities 



Conclusions and Recomendations

• Support NAP process – Elaboration and Implementation
• Mainstream of Agriculture Climate Change and Development
• Enhance the concept of Farmers first School on Agriculture to 

respond local needs
• Respond to emergent needs increasing international cooperation 
• Address the existing finance gup
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